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Following a public announcement last week by President Jose Napoleon Duarte accusing rightwing
leader Roberto D'Aubuisson and certain associates of responsibility for the 1980 murder of
Archbishop Oscar Arnulfo Romero, rightist politicians have been occupied with trying to enlist
the support of the army. Thus far, according to James LeMoyne of the New York Times, the most
important military officers have not responded to their appeals. Attempts to court military officers
began almost immediately after Duarte's announcement of new evidence in the Romero murder.
D'Aubuisson and recently retired army colonel Sigfredo Ochoa, both leaders of the ultra-right
Nationalist Republican Alliance Party (ARENA), have made public appeals to the military. Ochoa
and D'Aubuisson have reportedly spoken to key army officers in an attempt to take advantage of
the innate conservatism of the military, the generals' fear that the civilian government is reducing
their power, and the military's wish to cover up its involvement in past human rights abuses. Next,
the rightwing duo has tried to fan the nationalism of army officers who resent the US Embassy's
influence over their actions. Younger combat officers have also expressed frustration at the lack
of success in the long war against the guerrillas frustration that Ochoa may be appealing to when
he directs speeches to "the officers in the field." In LeMoyne's perspective, the ties between the
right and the army have weakened in recent years. Under US training, the military has reportedly
achieved greater institutional independence from extreme rightists and forged a pragmatic
alliance with both the US Embassy, which pays the army's bills, and with the ruling Christian
Democratic Party, which has limited, but not seriously threatened, its power. D'Aubuisson and
Ochoa have concentrated on issues that permit them to pursue political demands under the guise
of reinforcing the army's traditional concerns. Thus, their chief target has become Col. Reynaldo
Lopez Nuila, a senior army officer who has strongly supported Duarte and who has tried to loosen
the army's control over police forces. He has also actively investigated human rights abuses and
other crimes by some of his counterparts. Lopez Nuila's activities have been interpreted by other
army officers to have violated the military code of never subjecting a fellow officer to punishment
by civilians. This week, D'Aubuisson has repeatedly demanded that Col. Lopez Nuila be dismissed.
(In early September, high-ranking military officers were reported to have requested Lopez Nuila's
resignation after a seven-hour closed-door meeting. The colonel's resignation was apparently
rejected by President Duarte.) (Basic data from New York Times, 12/04/87; El Rescate, Los Angeles,
Calif., September chronology of events from Salvadoran media)
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